2003 chevy cobalt

The Chevrolet Cobalt is a compact car introduced by Chevrolet in for the model year. The Cobalt
was available as both a coupe and sedan , as well as a sport compact version dubbed the
Cobalt SS. The G5 replaced the Cavalier-related Pontiac Sunfire. The front suspension was
independent with MacPherson struts , while a semi-independent torsion beam was used in the
rear. The wheelbase was Side airbags are limited to the curtain type; torso type side airbags are
unavailable. The IIHS also found model year Cobalts had the highest fatality rate in the small 4
door car class, with deaths per million registered years compared to its class average of Before
the Cobalt only offered stability control as an option on Sport models. In early , 98, Cobalt
coupes from the â€”06 model years were recalled after it was discovered they did not meet
federal safety requirements because of a lack of adequate padding in a specific area of the
vehicle's trim. This resulted in an unacceptable vulnerability to head injuries, though GM
claimed the vulnerability would only affect motorists not wearing a seat belt. On March 2, , GM
announced a recall of 1. The Pontiac G5 and its international variants were also affected, though
GM had already ended production of the Pontiac brand by that point. On September 28, , GM
announced a recall of 40, cars including the Chevrolet Cobalt from the model year because of a
potential fuel leak. Although the recall was limited to five states, vehicles from other southern
states were covered for repair when summer heat caused cracks in the fuel reservoir assembly.
The fuel vapor leak could be detected during hot days by a gasoline smell in the vicinity of the
car. Faulty ignition switches in the Cobalts, which cut power to the car while in motion, were
eventually linked to many crashes resulting in fatalities, starting with a teenager in who drove
her new Cobalt into a tree. Thirteen deaths were linked to the faulty switches during the time the
company failed to recall the cars. The Pontiac Pursuit was originally introduced in Canada as a
sedan in The Pontiac Pursuit was only available as a sedan and was only sold in Canada from to
In , another version of the vehicle was released called the Pontiac G5 Pursuit in Canada, but it
was now available as both a sedan and a coupe. This vehicle was available as both a sedan and
coupe also in Mexico as the Pontiac G4 from to In the United States, the Pontiac G5 went on
sale in as a model, serving as the replacement for the Pontiac Sunfire. The Pontiac G5 in the
United States was only available as a coupe. However, in Canada, and in Mexico, the Pontiac G5
went on sale in early as a model, available as both a sedan and coupe. The G5 was discontinued
as a direct result of General Motors phasing out the Pontiac brand in In , Chevrolet launched the
Cobalt's eventual successor, the Chevrolet Cruze based on the new Delta II platform , in Europe,
with launches in other markets including the US following in The Cobalt ended production on
June 23, In , General Motors Brazil introduced a new model bearing the Cobalt name in the
Brazilian market. The car is equipped with a 1. Flex engine. Although sporting a similar front
end style, it is not directly related to the Chevrolet Agile , since it shares the overall
underpinnings with the Chevrolet Sonic , [24] while the Agile is derived from the considerably
older Opel Corsa B , from Chevrolet had no plans to bring the Cobalt to the North American
market, which already had the Chevrolet Sonic and Chevrolet Spark as the subcompact cars in
the continent. In January , the Cobalt was launched in the Russian market, where it was
imported from Uzbekistan. However, in late , it was reintroduced under the new Ravon marque
as the Ravon R4. The Chevrolet Cobalt was assembled in Colombia too. It was equipped with a
simple range of two versions and a single 1. With a very discreet commercial performance and a
taxi variant, its production in the Colombian market ended in early The Cobalt received a facelift
in late for the model year. In Brazil, production ended in late , with being the final model year.
The Cobalt has been succeeded by the Chevrolet Onix Plus sedan, which achieved higher sales
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Montana SV6. Personal luxury. Shopping for a used car requires serious financial decisions.
Not only must you decide on how to finance the vehicle , but you must also take into account:.
Complicating the matter is that the latter two costs are often difficult to gauge. Vehicle tax rates
vary by state, county, and even municipality. Plus, the criteria for determining vehicle
registration fees for used cars differs from state to state. New York, for example, bases the fee
on a vehicle's weight, while Colorado employs a complicated formula based on the vehicle's
year, weight, taxable value, and date of purchase. Realizing the difficulty used car buyers face in
properly assessing registration and tax costs for used vehicles, many independent and
Department of Motor Vehicle DMV websites now provide online vehicle tax and tags calculators.
Vehicle tax or sales tax, is based on the vehicle's net purchase price. It's fairly simple to
calculate, provided you know your region's sales tax. If you are unsure, call any local car
dealership and ask for the tax rate. Dealership employees are more in tune to tax rates than
most government officials. You can do this on your own, or use an online tax calculator. Even
DMV officials have difficulty in determining exact registration fees, thus the name "estimator. If
your state's DMV website does not provide an online calculator, you can find one on many
car-related websites. These calculators are not exact, but can, at the very least, provide you with
an estimated figure simply based on your state and estimated purchase price. You'll find both in
our Buying and Selling section. Not only must you decide on how to finance the vehicle , but
you must also take into account: Paying for car insurance. Paying for a smog check , if
applicable, and possible modifications to make the vehicle compliant. Vehicle tax depending on
your state it may also be referred to as sales tax, use tax, road tax, or axle tax. Vehicle
registration. Vehicle Tax Costs Vehicle tax or sales tax, is based on the vehicle's net purchase
price. Once you have the tax rate, multiply it with the vehicle's purchase price. Traveling with a
Pet Soon? Read This First. Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your inbox.
Selling my Cobalt. Give me a fair offer. Runs well. There is some cosmetic damage on the hood,
and some on the interior. Last 4 years have been primarily Features 2. Over Positive Google
Reviews!!! LT Edition with the following options.. Powered by a 2. Together this combination
Save time, money, and frustration with our transparent, no hassle pricing. Great value for a little
price. We pride ourselves in consistently exceeding our custom In Excellent Condition. Keyless
Entry and More. Great Vehicle. At Pris Reach millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for
free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower
than the average making it a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and
calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good Price. We
analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher
than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may be certified, include additional options,
warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact seller for details. Filter Results 0 0 Chevrolet
Cobalt for sale in Canada. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat 0. Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test
Drive 0. Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 0. Delivery 0. Please enter a number between 0 and
10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,,
Min payment is required. Must be greater than Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment
frequency. Credit rating. Must be greater than Min Kilometres. With Photos. With Price. NEW
Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this search right in your inbox! Your email
address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from Trader
Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results 0.
Click here to try again. Priority Listings. You might be interested in. Mileage , km. Monthly
Bi-weekly Weekly. Contactless Services New. Mileage 79, km. Mileage 22, km. Mileage 77, km.
Mileage 97, km. Mileage 82, km. Mileage 71, km. List your car here! List your car for free. Find
your next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned Chevrolet Cobalt inventory from
local Chevrolet dealerships and private sellers. You can also compare prices, trim
specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of Chevrolet Cobalt with similar
vehicles. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly
payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles offered for sale are being
offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer telephone
numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller accuracy of information. Mileage
recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included in listing price. Subscribe for the
latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox. Your email address
Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
Subscription complete! Many car makers including GM started installing fly by wire electronic

throttle bodies. A motor and gear reduction set inside the throttle body opens and closes the
throttle plate to accomplish your request. It will eventually learn it on its own, but it may take
over a week of driving, during which time you will experience high and low idle speeds and
possibly rough idle. During that period the idle may be higher idle than normal. During these run
periods you may see a check engine light. Scan for codes and if you get throttle body related
codes, clear them. Then repeat step 3 one last time. They include wiring diagrams and technical
service bulletins. In most cases, their diagrams are right from the factory manuals. Pricing:
Eautorepair. So you have to refer to the factory legends to learn the identification symbols and
then refer back to circuit diagrams to find the splice and ground locations. However, Alldatadiy.
If you need to dig into your doors, dash or console, Alldatadiy. Find this article useful? Share it!
Tags GM throttle body relearn. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Very honest and throughout , hope to visit soon once this hazardous diseases cease
enough for businesses to reopen. If that's ever likely to happen. It appears that the above yellow
car in this photo is just a stock photo and not the actual car for sale. Since I was looking for a
car meeting the description of the above yellow with black stripe , I did not pursue it any further.
I feel this may be a bait and switch. Kept pressuring me to come in and drive a vehicle that
couldn't be driven because of a bad head gasket. Even stated that in the ad!!! Wouldn't answer
my question, had to specifically ask them to answer my questions. Would not answer my
questions. Always insistent on me driving to them to test drive the vehicle. Which turns out had
blown head gasket, and could not be driven. Had to constantly repeat my questions in order for
them to answer me. While we went with another dealer, this dealer was kind and helpful without
being too aggressive. Not very good, when I got there, the Terrain was sold the day before, we
test a couple of other vehicles, and they weren't worth my time, they was just trying to sell
anything for the money, very unhappy!!!! They responded to me and answered my questions.
They followed up a few days later. Dealer was exceptional friendly. We drove over on a Monday
to look at the truck. Test drove it, returned home. Went back on Tuesday to purchase the truck.
Drove an hour to see the vehicle.. When I came back to purchase the vehicle after looking at the
Carfax report there were several recalls that needed to be taken care of. They told me oh yes,
yoi can take care of it free at any dealership. But after speaking they said they would take care
of it. I waited a week They also refused any kind of negotiations Law auto sales was great, ian
was very honest I will highly recommend him and his company. They did reach out to me five
times. I may go this weekend. Dan and Jhad were awesome guys to deal with. Very professional
They got us a great interest rate. I will be buying all my future cars from here. Best car buying
experience ever. Good experience and they were not pushy. It was not the Vehicle above. They
were awesome! Car was sitting out front waiting for us. Went for a drive, got it financed and was
on our way back to Clearwater in no time! All great people. Smooth, simple and quick. Will
definitely be back and recommend all my friends looking for vehicles. If you believe a car
should just "get you there," the Cobalt is for you. Completely unremarkable in almost every
regard, the Chevrolet Cobalt stands out by standing in. In the sporty SS, the five-speed manual
coupled with a hp 2. Ride and handling are about what you would expect from "just a car. The
low-rolling-resistance tires on the XFE will let out a squeal before you've gone too far - nothing
dangerous unless you count the foot between your butt and seat the first time you hear it.
Although the Cobalt has enough headroom for a 6-foot person, its seating and seatbelts aren't
exactly built for that. Gauges are small, hard plastic is the main material, and some of the
controls are a bit awkward to reach while driving. Safety features are also an area left wanting,
with just dual front and curtain-side airbags, automatic headlights, daytime running lights, and a
tire pressure monitor to help you get there safely. Even still, the NHTSA gave the Cobalt five
stars for passenger-side front impacts and four stars on remaining tests. Who needs more in
our domesticated modern times? The Cruze replaced the Cobalt for , and some would call the
end of Cobalt production a blessing. For 23 years Chevrolet provided for the transportation
needs of hot-rod weekend warriors with the much-loved Cavalier. In Chevrolet killed the
Cavalier and birthed the Cobalt, responding to market pressures for an exciting and practical
compact car without any silly frills. Chevrolet started out by giving the Cobalt a significantly
larger body - nearly 5 inches longer and 1. The engines were upgraded over the Cavalier's after
the debut generation to better handle all that extra weight, but otherwise the Cobalt came with
the Cavalier's suspension, steering and braking systems, giving it that familiar fun feel and
smooth ride. For , Chevy brought on a non-supercharged SS with a 2. The interior was touched
up with a new steering wheel, radio controls, and an audio input jack. Still, this and previous
years lacked side-curtain airbags, except as an option, and therefore received less than stellar
marks for safety, and the Cobalt was sometimes even labeled as Poor in side-impact crash
tests. This model year also gained XM radio, side-impact air bags, MP3 capability, StabiliTrak
stability control, and new interior and exterior colors as standard features for the entire lineup.

The remaining trims got an engine upgrade with a 2. You could also finally link up your
Bluetooth gizmos. The safety features and comforts are up to par with other modern cars for
these models, and very few problems have been reported. Some drivers swear by Chevrolet and
will profess quite stubbornly that it is the most reliable maker. As for reliability, the dominant
opinion is pretty positive about the model years recommended. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. Used Chevrolet Cobalt for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi
75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Cobalt listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Private Seller: Trent. Cicero, IN Message Seller. CarGurus Pay.
Read more. Chevrolet Cobalt Reviews totally under estimated this car. I am used to big muscle
cars and rwd cars, so down sizing to this was a tad bit awkward for me. This Cobalt is fast,
responsive, easy to handle, and gets good gas mileage. Low maintenance keeps this vehicle
very economical. There's not much room for passengers and the trunk is small. This car is
perfect for students or someone on the go! Shifting is as good as it gets rivaling a acura integra.
The dealer messed up the gms1 tune by installing the wrong o-rings on the Tmap sensors
which made the car run poorly. All i Why Use CarGurus? Chevrolet dealers in Atlanta GA.
Chevrolet dealers in Chicago IL. Chevrolet dealers in Dallas TX. Chevrolet dealers in Houston
TX. Chevrolet dealers in Los Angeles CA. Chevrolet dealers in Miami FL. Chevrolet dealers in
New York NY. Chevrolet dealers in Philadelphia PA. Chevrolet dealers in Washington DC. This
page is for personal, non-commercial use. We weren't able to find any results within the criteria
you specified, but we did find similar listings for you:. Find used car trade in, resell, certified
pre-owned and retail values of used vehicles based on the condition, mileage and other factors
of the car sale. It's like a new car for the price of a clunker. Cars Cars for Sale Chevrolet Cobalt.
Chevrolet Cobalt Year Filters Reset Done. Year - Buy From Home. Handle all aspects of your
vehicle purchase without ever needing to go into the dealership. Look for the Buy From Home
badge when choosing dealerships to connect with. Price Rating. Transmission Transmission
Automatic Manual. Auction Cars. Collector and Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done. Drag map to
chose location. All Listings 1, Price Reduced. Book Values. Get Book Value. Get a quote
presented by. Powered by. Have a VIN? Great Auto Loan Rates. Not all decisions will happen
immediately. Decision time may vary depending on the lender or dealer you are matched with.
You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the
instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. So, what is that light on your
dashboard? The following are warning lights and indicators found in vehicles built by
Chevrolet. Click a link to learn more about each one. They are roughly ordered by importance,
which tends to be by color red, amber, yellow, orange, green, blue, gray. There are over 60 of
them so search carefully! Remember that only proper service and repair procedures will ensure
the safe and reliable operation of your car. These posts are for information sharing purposes
only, and should not be used in lieu of an OEM service manual or factory authorized service
procedure. We are not in the auto repair business nor do we publish automotive service
manuals. Nothing we include on these pages and posts has been reviewed, approved or
authorized by any vehicle manufacturer. Technology is always changing and what is current
and accurate today may be literally out-of-date and inaccurate tomorrow. And when it comes to
the current state of flux in the auto industry, nothing is more true. Made with by Graphene
Themes. Toggle search form Search for:. Toggle navigation DashboardSymbols. Chevrolet
Warning Lights and Symbols So, what is that light on your dashboard? Related posts. Search
for:. Charge system trouble indicator -- click for more. Brake trouble indicators -- click for more.
Oil warning light -- click for more. Engine temperature indicator -- click for more. Seat belt
reminder -- click for more. Air bag warning indicator -- click for more. Security indicator -- click
for more. Electronic power steering trouble indicator -- click for more. Electric park brake and
trouble indicators -- click for more. More electric park brake and trouble indicators -- click for
more. Door ajar indicator -- click for more. Pedestrian warning indicator -- click for more. Check
engine light -- click for more. Reduced engine power indicator -- click for more. Service
reminder indicator -- click for more. Check owner's manual indicator -- click for more. Electronic
power control trouble indicator -- click for more. Stability control indicator -- click for more.
Stability control off indicator -- click for more. Traction control indicator -- click for more. Tire

pressure monitor indicator -- click for more. Anti-lock brake system fault indicator -- click for
more. Use brake pedal indicator -- click for more. Up shift indicator -- click for more. Front lift
system indicator -- click for more. Collision alert indicator -- click for more. Forward alert
indicator -- click for
how to change brake shoes
2007 ford f 150 power window wiring diagram
ford tractors parts
more. Lane keeping indicators -- click for more. Adaptive cruise control indicators -- click for
more. Cruise control indicator -- click for more. Park assist indicator -- click for more. Low fuel
indicator -- click for more. Low washer fluid indicator -- click for more. Tow mode and control
indicators -- click for more. Snow mode indicator -- click for more. Sport mode indicators -- click
for more. Suspension settings and fault indicators -- click for more. EV mode indicators -- click
for more. Regenerative mode indicator -- click for more. Hybrid, EV ready indicators -- click for
more. EV service necessary -- click for more. All wheel drive status indicators -- click for more.
Off road indicator -- click for more. Hill descent and terrain mode indicators -- click for more.
Headlamp out indicator -- click for more. Automatic high beam indicator -- click for more. Park
lamps on indicator -- click for more. Turn signal indicator -- click for more. High beam indicator
-- click for more.

